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• Lecture 1 “Introduction to phylogenetic comparative methods, a probabilistic and statistical problem introduced by biologists”

• Lecture 2 “Branching diffusion processes — a mathematicians view on phylogenetic comparative methods: asymptotic and inference questions”

Since Darwin biologists have recognized the need for a specialized mathematical apparatus to study inter–species measurements. However it was only Felsenstein [1985]’s independent contrasts method [although similar models were discussed earlier, e.g. Edwards, 1970] that proposed an appropriate framework for correctly analyzing trait data obtained from different taxonomic units. What makes such data different from the usual independent, identically distributed sample setting is that species level measurements are not independent. Due to a shared evolutionary history one can easily observe that more recently diverged species tend to be similar. Therefore using standard statistical methodologies, will make it impossible to distinguish between similarities due to shared environment or trait function (selection and adaptation) and phylogenetic inertia.

To remedy this situation Felsenstein [1985] assumed that a trait evolves as a Brownian motion on top of a phylogenetic tree. Along a branch we have usual Brownian motion evolution until a speciation point is reached. After
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speciation along the daughter branches two independent Brownian motions start running. Their initial values are the value of the process just before the speciation event. Very quickly this method (called independent contrasts in the biological community) became a field standard.

However Felsenstein [1988], Hansen [1997] pointed out that a Brownian motion model is not appropriate for traits under stabilizing selection — a pure Brownian motion has no stationary distribution. Therefore they proposed an Ornstein–Uhlenbeck model. Only now due to the increase of computational power is this process taking its place in an evolutionary biologist’s toolbox [Butler and King, 2004, Labra et al., 2009, Hansen and Orzack, 2005, Hansen et al., 2008]. This framework is currently undergoing rapid expansion allowing for measurement error [Felsenstein, 2008, Hansen and Bartoszek, 2012, Rohlfis et al., 2013], multiple interacting traits [Bartoszek et al., 2012] or different drift and diffusion parameters for different clades [Beaulieu et al., 2012].

Usually a phylogenetic comparative method will assume that the tree describing the relationships between species is fully resolved. This however need not always be the case. We do not know all the currently alive species, they are often reclassified or they are undergoing speciation. What may happen also in many insect orders is that molecular based tree inference methods can resolve the tree on the family level but there is not enough information to say much about the clades’ subtrees. Hence there is also a need for tree–free methods. These methods only assume a branching process model conditioned on the number of contemporary tips for the phylogenetic tree. Of course with an unknown tree we can infer much less about the process driving the phenotype’s evolution. However we still may infer a remarkable amount of information and also gain new insights into the species’ evolution.

Using this tree–free framework we may study the expected similarity of species and how quickly they loose it via the so–called interspecies correlation coefficient [Bartoszek, 2014, Bartoszek and Sagitov, 2015, Mulder and Crawford, 2015, Sagitov and Bartoszek, 2012]. We may also derive phylogenetic confidence intervals for the optimal trait values and effectively estimate the stationary variance of an adapting trait [Bartoszek and Sagitov, 2015] or diffusion parameter of a Brownian motion one [Bartoszek and Sagitov, 2014, Crawford and Suchard, 2013]. These methods also allow one to observe a phase transition in phylogenetic inertia. If the speciation process is fast enough then ancestral dependencies have an effect for long stretches [Adamczak and Miłoś, 2011, in press, Ané et al., 2014, Bartoszek and Sagitov, 2015]
In the first lecture hour I will introduce the field of phylogenetic comparative methods, discuss the biological motivation and mathematical approach of using diffusion type stochastic differential equations to model inter–species data. I will discuss multivariate and measurement error extensions to these methods and illustrate why these are important. The second lecture hour will be more theoretical concentrating on tree–free methods. I will discuss their probabilistic background and what model parameters can be inferred using them.
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